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Introduction
Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA), introduced in Charles Ragin's 1987 book The Comparative Method, is a set of techniques designed to be a "middle-path" between quantitative and qualitative analysis. Ragin and others have since published many works on practical applications and extensions of the method, including the use of 'fuzzy-sets,' the development of software, and many substantive applications (??????) . Though originally conceived has a method to analyze middle-sized samples, some herald its interpretive qualities above regression analysis in certain contexts (???).
At base, QCA allows for a set-theoretic approach to social science grounded in Boolean algebra. Within this framework, QCA can identify necessary conditions and multiple explanatory combinations of conditions ("recipes") for the value of an outcome. Using the logic of sets, QCA can provide a useful alternative for analyzing complex causation, broadening the reach of current research strategies to integrate a combinatorial, logic-of-sets framework versus the mean-based approaches in regression analysis. QCA can also be applied to middle-N sets, where regression may fail to provide robust results. This multi-method technique that enables the researcher to be "in dialogue" with the results through by way of 'truth table' analysis. Researchers are encouraged to bring in their own case-oriented knowledge to establish causal conditions, examine the results of the truth table, investigate the placement of cases, and redefine conditions as needed.
Despite recent popularity, QCA is not without its detractors. QCA is most often criticized for the use of the truth table and subsequent algorithm to determine a minimum configuration that derives a given outcome. The truth table summarizes agreement on an outcome value for cases with the same configuration of causal conditions; the algorithm combines many configurations in a reduced configuration that results in an outcome. Specifically, many are skeptical of its ability to successfully identify randomly-drawn data as being patternless, an important benchmark of any method. Stanley ? suggested that an application of QCA using random data would often lead to spurious configurations returned. Similarly, Simon ? questioned its usefulness on the grounds that it does not allow for error in hypothesis testing. Skaaning (2013) assessed the sensitivity of QCA when varying current robustness specifications. Though ? embarked on a permutation test to determine which configurations returned via QCA are due to randomness, a principled test of QCA against totally random data while varying configurational N, consistency score, and the structure of data has not been undertaken.
A principled test of the assessment ? described is useful in two ways. First, to generally assess the ability of QCA, with reasonable applications of existing robustness parameters (i.e. configurational N and consistency score thresholds), to filter random patterns. Second, it can be used for directly calculating the probability of returning random results according to unique features of any data set. This would be useful as an application-specific diagnostic assessment for QCA's "truth table" procedure, and would help protect researchers against wrongfully spotting patterns via stochastic properties of measurable phenomena. The interpretation of such an assessment would be the probability of returning a random configuration using the data and robustness thresholds selected by the user. Systematically applying Lieberson's suggested technique could also provide specific recommendations to inform researchers of an ideal consistency score and configurational N threshold to reach a desired level of confidence against a random result.
Here, we determine whether QCA is robust to randomness, generally. We systematically apply QCA to thousands of random data sets, incrementally changing elements of the data structure -sample size and the distribution of variables in the data set -as well as elements under the control of the researcher -consistency threshold, configurational N threshold and 'complex' versus 'parsimonious' solutions. We then use logistic regression to determine which of these elements affects the probability of returning a 'random configuration,' or a result returned from random data.
We also describe a related method, which is the primary purpose of this article. The Bootstrapped Robustness Assessment is to be used to evaluate any QCA result. This operates by generating many random data sets of the same data structure used in an application of QCA (i.e. based upon the sample size and variable distributions) and applying QCA repeatedly at the parameters under control of the researcher (i.e consistency score thresholds, configurational N, and parsimonious vs. complex solutions). The result is the probability that a given QCA application would return a random result, based upon random data of similar size and distribution. We hope that this method will provide straightforward, easily-interpreted recommendations for researchers who desire unarbitrarily-drawn parameters of choice.
'Probabilistic Processes' and QCA
A recent Sociological Methodology symposium on the methodological merits of QCA hosted a number of papers evaluating the reliability of QCA under both statistical and epistemological conditions. One paper saw problems with QCA under optimal conditions (?) which subsequently could not be independently replicated by two other papers (??). Seawright (2014) discusses the reliability of QCA when certain configurations are unobserved. One recent piece (?) points out several studies that verify whether QCA's algorithm returns robust configurations (e.g ???). This paper will attempt to remedy what can be described as QCA's "randomness problem" -the extent to which QCA's 'truth table' analysis and algorithm are able to filter randomness in data given the robustness checks currently available.
QCA's "randomness problem" is best described by ?. Lieberson's chief criticism is that "QCA is less prepared to allow for chance and probabilistic processes" than other methods and that "procedures do not rule out the possibility that the observations are all a random matter" (?:13). Although QCA is a broad set of techniques to analyze small-to-medium-n data, the primary criticism of QCA has been its analysis of the 'truth table.' The QCA 'truth table' is a decomposition of data that analyzes each combination of causal conditions found in the data, the number of cases within each combination, and the extent to which cases that share these causal conditions agree on an outcome.
An algorithm is applied to the truth table, combining the information into one or more "causal recipes" or solutions that result in an outcome. Lieberson imagines a test of his assertion that truth table analysis returns random results: apply QCA to a collected data set versus data where values arre randomly reassigned, keeping the marginal distributions intact. If QCA returns a configuration in both cases, it has a serious problem with being able to distinguish real patterns from random ones.
In a rebuttal, ? argue that such a test would show that random patterns would be filtered out by probabilistic procedures used in any application of QCA. One such procedure is the use of a high consistency threshold: the proportion of cases that are explained by a given a configuration or solution. This threshold is designed to prevent configurations that have high probability of being random from being included in the QCA algorithm and is the proportion of cases with the same combination of causal condition values and have the same value for the outcome. A recommended threshold is .85, meaning that 85% of all cases with a specific configuration of causal conditions all agree in the value of the outcome.
However, depending upon the marginal distributions of the conditions used in the QCA, a consistency score threshold could have a differential effect for filtering random configurations. For example, imagine an application of QCA had an outcome whose cases have a 90% probability of being 1. Any combination of categories now has a .9 probability of having an outcome of value 1, with some rate of error. However, if attempting to explain the negation of the outcome, each combination of variables has a .1 probability of having an outcome with value 0. In these situations, the consistency score needed to protect the researcher against observing a random pattern differs quite a bit -at base, a .9 is needed in the first case, while the lowest value is needed for predicting the negation. A more direct estimation of randomness, one that takes into account the marginal distribution of the outcome used in the analysis, would thus be helpful for providing an application-specific recommendation for the consistency score.
A second probabilistic procedure to prevent spurious results is the configurational N threshold: the minimum number of cases that have a certain combination of causal conditions, which allow the solution to be considered in the final result. This prevents the researcher from making conclusions about a small number of cases, especially about being overconfident about just one case with a unique set of conditions. To prevent such a scenario, the researcher can set a certain configurational N threshold (usually 2 or 3) to throw out those combinations of conditions that do not have a sufficient number of cases to make conclusions.
Ostensibly, a high consistency score should be sufficient to account for error in causal conditions.
As we have argued, these thresholds should have varying success rates according to the marginal probability of conditions present in the analysis. The utility of these procedures to distinguish a random data set from a collected one is an empirical question. Our first goal is thus to determine if the current researcher-set thresholds are enough to ensure that the results returned are not due to random chance. This paper addresses two areas of research inquiry. First, to what extent does a consistency score and configurational N threshold actually reduce the chance of returning a spurious result?
Relatedly, how does this effectiveness differ according to the structure of the data? For example, is a consistency score of .9 effective at all sample sizes? How does the distribution of the outcome affect the usefulness of a high configurational N threshold? Our first set of results demonstrates the general effects of researcher choice on spuriousness in QCA's 'truth table' analysis, with a special attention given to its variation with data structure.
Our second set of questions refers to a practical application of these results. If results are highly dependent upon the structure of data analyzed, an application-specific robustness check would be useful for providing specific recommendations for researcher choice. The second set of results is a practical application of our procedure that uses a given QCA model, simulates many random data sets from this model, and 1) gives specific recommendations for ensuring against random results and 2) gives a specific value for the probability that a given QCA application would return a random result. The latter application has an analogous interpretation as a p-value for a QCA result.
3 Is QCA Robust to Randomness?
There are researcher-set thresholds available prior to an analysis to reduce random configurations from being returned. The consistency threshold restricts the analysis to only consider configurational categories that have a certain proportion of cases that all agree in the direction of the dependent variable. The configurational N threshold restricts the analysis to only consider those configurational categories that have a certain number of cases within them. For example, we can choose to only include those combinations of causal conditions that have four or more cases that share all of the same causal condition states.
Though these are attempts to introduce probabilistic checks for QCA configurations, their use is often flexible, and general recommendations for which thresholds are hard to determine without a principled test of their usefulness. This section assesses the relative importance of each probabilistic check for filtering out random configurations from being returned by QCA.
Assessing the Robustness of QCA
We employ a straightforward assessment of QCA using simulations. First, we first simulate a random data set. Next, we apply QCA to this random data set, and record whether QCA returned a result at all from random data. If we discover that a result is returned, we know that QCA is returning a spurious result. We systematically vary several variables to determine which elements of data structure (marginal distribution of variables, number of causal conditions included in the model, and sample size) and features of researcher choice (consistency threshold, configurational N threshold, and complex versus parsimonious solutions) affect the probability of a spurious result.
In these simulations, each causal condition is a dummy variable with a marginal distribution randomly varying between .1 to .9 probability of being "1." Though variables vary between iterations, all variables have the same marginal distribution within each iteration. The number of causal conditions vary from one to six. In accordance with QCA's focus for small-to medium-n samples, the sample size of the random data set varies from 10 to 60. Between iterations, we systematically vary the configurational N threshold from one to six. We vary the consistency threshold from .5 to 1.
The resulting data set is 2.5 million cases, each case an iteration of this procedure. We employ logistic regression on the results, with the dependent variable being a 0-1 outcome of returning a configuration from random data. The independent variables are the elements of data structure and researcher choice listed above. The primary question here is, which factors, when altered, independently decrease the probability of returning a random configuration in QCA?
Secondly, we assess whether researcher choice differentially affects the probability of a result given the structure of the data. For example, does a high consistency score threshold filter out spuriousness across all sample sizes? Does a high configurational N threshold filter spuriousness given all marginal probabilities of causal conditions? This is tested using interaction effects between variables measuring researcher choice and variables measuring data structure. If interaction effects are substantial, it suggests that additional assessments that take into account data structure need to applied to QCA to ensure robustness.
Results
Generally, the choice of a high consistency score and high configurational N in QCA do reduce the probability of returning a spurious result. Their effectiveness, however, is dependent upon the basic structure of the data: the distribution of the dependent variable, the number of variables used in the analysis, and the sample size affect how probable a result is spurious. First, we describe the main effects of each of these in turn. Then, we discuss how the structure of the data interacts strongly with checks.
The Effects of Data Structure and Researcher Choice on Spuriousness
Model 1 in Table 1 shows the results of the logistic regression model predicting whether QCA returned a spurious result from simulated random data. Figure 1 plots these effects graphically.
The largest Model 1 effect is for the distribution of the outcome. An increase in the distribution of 1s in the dependent variable from probability 0 to probability 1 increased the logged odds of a spurious result by 2.29 (about 10 times the odds). This is an expected result -in the case of an outcome with 90% '1's', each case, and thus each configuration, has a 90% of being 1 in the Figure 1 : Predicted Effects on the Probability of a Spurious Result in csQCA outcome. In Model 1, we see that increasing the number of variables decreases the probability of a spurious result by about 13% for each additional variable. Interestingly, increasing the sample size also increases the odds of a spurious result by about 3% for each additional case. This is in contrast to other mean-based approaches which typically become more robust as sample size increases.
Model 1 also shows the effect of researcher choice on returning a random configuration. Increasing the consistency score from and 0 to 1 in this case decreases the odds of returning a spurious result by 58%. Using a "complex" versus "parsimonious" solution reduces the odds of a spurious result by 56%. The most substantial effect, however, is the configurational N threshold, with a reduction in the odds of spuriousness by 51% at each additional increase in the configurational N threshold.
With the exception of two interactions (between complex solution and configurational N threshold, and between complex solution and the dependent variable distribution), Model 2 shows that researcher choice significantly moderates the effects of the structure of the data in the application of QCA. Because there are many strong interaction effects, we encourage the reader to focus upon the interpretation of Model 2. These variegated effects are described in the section and figures below. 
The Highly Contingent Effects of Researcher Choice on Spuriousness
How effective is researcher choice in reducing the spuriousness of QCA under different conditions of data structure? One example question here is, To what extent does increasing the consistency score threshold effectively reduce the chance of a spurious result when the sample size is high? Figure 2 shows the predicted interaction between researcher choice and the distribution of the dependent variable on the probability of spuriousness. On the y-axis is the expected probability predicted by the logistic regression model; the x-axis shows the outcome distribution in the data used to fit the QCA model. The top-left plot shows the predicted spuriousness across outcome distributions, with all other variables held at their means. The top-right shows that the consistency score threshold assists in reducing spuriousness by a great deal at lower distributions; when all cases have a .1 probability of being "1" on the outcome, increasing the consistency score from .5 to 1 decreases the probability of a spurious result from .5 to .2, a substantial reduction. The changes, however. When all cases have a .9 probability of being '1,' the predicted effect of increasing the consistency score is slightly negative. In data sets where cases almost all agree on an outcome, the consistency score may not be the most effective tool to prevent spuriousness. The higher likelihood that a lower consistency score improves robustness is likely due to lower consistency scores including all possible combinations into the analysis, which returns a non-result. Higher consistency scores in this circumstance will filter out configurations that randomly vary from the .9 baseline probability in the data set, returning a "random" configuration that made the cut while filtering out "random"
configurations that predictably varied below the threshold in their incidence of the outcome.
The configurational N threshold substantially impacts the probability of robustness at all levels of the outcome distribution. Unlike the consistency score threshold, there is no change in the direction of the effect; increasing the configurational N threshold decreases the probability of spuriousness at all levels of the outcome distribution. The extent to the effect, however, decreases with an increase in proportion being '1' in the outcome. The probability of spuriousness at a configurational N threshold of 6 increases from .1 to .25 when the outcome distribution of '1s' increases from .1 to .9.
As shown in the bottom-right plot in Figure 2 , the "complex" solution is always more robust than the parsimonious solution, regardless of the outcome distribution. As shown in the Table 1, the effect is not significant. with the number of causal conditions -the effect is much greater when using more conditions.
Ostensibly, this is due to fewer configurations being included in the truth table analysis when the number of possible configurations increases. When the number of causal conditions is seven, there is a 60% reduction in spuriousness when using a complex versus a parsimonious solution. At two causal conditions, however, the effect of using a complex versus parsimonious solution is negligible. As Figure 4 shows, the effect of researcher choice varies the least when interacted with sample size. Table 1 shows significant effects for these interactions, the effect size is small compared to the interactions with outcome distribution and number of causal conditions.
Discussion: QCA Robustness
The results here show that the probabilistic checks set by the researcher in a QCA truth table analysis are effective in reducing the probability of a spurious result. However, they also show that the effectiveness of researcher-set parameters to ensure robust results vary according to the structure of the data. In some cases, consistency score alone will not effectively filter out random patterns, especially when the outcome is distributed such that all configurations have a high probability of having the same outcome value. In some cases, however, a high consistency score is not needed to ensure a robust result. The interaction effects above show that elements of researcher choice differed in their effectiveness at differing levels of number of causal conditions used. A high consistency score was more effective when using fewer causal conditions, while a high configurational N threshold was more effective at higher numbers of causal conditions. The difference between complex and parsimonious solutions was negligible at lower number of causal conditions, but represented a nearly four-fold increase in spuriousness -from 25% chance to 85% chance -when using seven causal conditions.
These results show that the choices researchers make when conducting a truth table analysis of QCA data have a differential effect upon spuriousness according to variations of basic features of the data. The large variation of these effects, as well their complexity, justifies the need for a more straightforward approach to probabilistic assessments for QCA's truth table analysis. While it would be helpful to advise researchers on general practices for choosing a consistency score, a configurational N, and whether to use complex or parsimonious solution, the large variations in their effects according to features of the data used prevent the authors from doing so.
In the section below, we present a method for providing a model-by-model estimate of spuriousness. This method has two functions: 1) to estimate the 'confidence level' of an existing QCA model;
and 2) to provide a reasonable recommendation for setting the consistency score and configurational N thresholds to achieve a desired 'confidence level.' We first generally describe the method; we then
give an example of its application 4 The Bootstrapped Robustness Assessment for QCA
The Bootstrapped Robustness Assessment for QCA (baQCA) is a procedural check of a QCA result that takes into account data structure (e.g. marginal distribution of variables) and researcher choice (e.g. consistency score threshold) to provide an estimate of the probability of spuriousness for a given QCA result. Above, we show that the elements of researcher choice involved with ensuring robust QCA analysis of a truth table require vastly different thresholds according to the data structure.
Identifying robust configurations would thus require taking into account the data structure.
To build a robustness assessment while taking into account data structure, we first draw a random data set using the same data structure as a QCA result. This includes using 1) the same number of causal conditions as the observed QCA data set, 2) the marginal distributions of the causal conditions and dependent variable present in the QCA data, and 3) the sample size. We then run a QCA model matching 4) the consistency score threshold set by the researcher and 5) the configurational N threshold set by the researcher. After thousands of repetitions, we take the simple probability that QCA returned a configuration given those parameters. The inverse of this proportion can be interpreted as the confidence that the configuration returned in the QCA analysis is due to random chance. This interpretation is similar to the p-value used in regression analysis to determine the "significance" of a result. Software to run this assessment is available using the R software package baQCA.
Although there is current work being done to test the robustness of QCA to randomness (??), this method randomly samples the outcome, keeping the causal conditions fixed, and permutes configurations rather than individual variables. Though QCA is at base a "configurational method,"
we think it makes more sense to permute values of variables independent of other variables, rather than treating combinations of values for causal conditions as inextricably linked at predefined rates.
Specifically, we argue that Braumoeller's focus on consistency score threshold as the primary check to prevent spurious results is inadequate, given our finding that the configurational N threshold is the much more powerful check. Though his method implicitly takes into account configurational N thresholds by including counts of configurations in his permutation model, these counts can vary considerably when variables are treated as independently sampled. Importantly, baQCA allows us to vary configurational N thresholds via independent random sampling of variables, and allows us to calculate how changes in configurational N threshold affect spuriousness.
The idea behind this strategy is to protect the researcher from spurious results by estimating the probability of spuriousness given any random data. By repeatedly sampling random data over thousands of iterations, we are in effect directly observing this probability. When a 95% confidence interval of the mean is calculated on a "random" variable, we conclude with 95% confidence that the interval covers the true value of the mean. Our strategy identifies the probability that an application of QCA, with the exact data structure and parameters of researcher choice, would, with some level of confidence, return a result given completely random data. If this confidence level is low, the researcher should be cautious; when this confidence level is high, the researcher can conclude with confidence that the result is unlikely due to random chance, and is robust to a direct comparison with random data.
baQCA in Practice
This section outlines the step-by-step procedure of two methods for determining the probability that a given QCA application returns a spurious result. First, the Bootstrapped Assessment for QCA (baQCA) can be applied with a few steps:
1. 'Fit' a QCA model with v causal conditions and n number of cases.
2. Simulate 2000 random data sets, each with v causal conditions and size n. Each causal condition and the outcome has the same distributions as the observed data, respectively.
3. Apply QCA to all the generated data sets, matching the elements of researcher choice specified in the observed model (configurational N, consistency score, etc.). Record whether each QCA returned a spurious result. We chose 2000 to be the number of simulations using convergence diagnostics from ?.
4. Take the simple proportion of times the QCA returned a configuration:
Where R = the number of times a QCA model returned a result from a randomly generated data set.
5. We use bootstrapped standard errors for a measure of uncertainty (?). We resample, with replacement, the vector of counts that sum to R. We chose 1000 resamples using convergence diagnostics from ?. We then take 95% quantiles of The resulting scalar, and its interval, is the 95% confidence interval of the probability that the QCA application would return a random result.
A useful, related tool is the recommendation of a consistency score/configurational N threshold given the data, without having fit a QCA model at all. To achieve this recommendation, we follow a similar trajectory:
1. Simulate 2000 random data sets, each with v causal conditions and size n. Each causal condition and the outcome has the same distributions as the observed data, respectively.
2. Apply QCA to all the generated data sets, matching systematically varying parameters of researcher choice (configurational N, consistency score, etc.). Record whether each QCA returned a spurious result. Again, we chose 2000 simulations based on ? convergence diagnostics.
3. We apply a logistic regression model to the results, using the configurational N and consistency score thresholds as predictors.
4. We use this model to provide fitted values, calculating the minimum consistency score needed at every configurational N threshold to achieve a desired "level of confidence." 5. We use the standard errors provided in the regression model to provide a confidence interval around each recommendation.
Below, we provide a case study where reasonable thresholds were not quite enough to ensure good results, and where baQCA could be of service to suggest specific thresholds to ensure robustness.
Qualitative Comparative Analysis of Tea Party Rallies in Florida
In an application of this technique, we use a subset of data constructed by We restrict the data set to counties in Florida for two reasons based on our own case knowledge (?). First, we choose Florida counties because, with the exception of California, all other states had fewer numbers of organizations. Second, and substantively important for the choice of causal conditions, we choose Florida due to the perceived impact the Tea Party movement had in the 2010 midterm election (?). Restricting the data to counties in Florida leaves us with 67 cases for analysis (see Figure 5 ). Our analysis addresses the multiple causal pathways that lead to the occurrence of one or more Tea Party rallies in a Florida county. Qualitative Comparative Analysis arguments are combinational and often overlapping, and a researcher's causal conditions require a deep knowledge of cases in the data set for adequate placement within particular sets of causal conditions (?). For example, to fully belong to a crisp outcome set, a Florida county must meet or exceed a minimum criterion. Therefore, it is necessary to both establish adequate causal conditions and an inclusionary criteria for each condition. Some have argued that because these criteria are based on researcher selection, criteria are biased (?), which can lead some to believe that a researcher has cherry-picked their analyses. To combat this assumption, and for the sake of clarity, we employ a simple inclusionary-exclusionary criterion for membership in a causal condition (outlined below) for the analysis. It is important to note that for many causal conditions, we dichotomize on the mean. Because QCA is designed to allow the researcher to be in dialogue between results and the cases and to recalibrate, it is generally considered bad practice to create inclusionary-exclusionary criteria in this way. We do so as a pedagogical exercise for the baQCA method and not as a manner with which to employ QCA. full membership in the causal set (1) is determined by whether a value for a particular case falls at or above the mean for that variable.
First, we include a measure of COLLEGE educated, the percentage of people in the county (aged 25 or above) who hold a Bachelor's degree. Second, we include a measure of UNEMPLOYMENT, measured as the percent of the county population which is unemployed. With regard to membership in the college educated set, we expect that the presence of a college educated population is an important component of the pathway to rallies. However, given that many Tea Party supporters were not actually unemployed (although the movement's rhetoric says otherwise), we expect that the absence of a high unemployed population is an important part of explaining Tea Party rallies.
Third, we include a measure for the size of the BLACK population, measured as the percentage of African-Americans in the county. Fourth, we include a measure for the size of the EVANGELICAL population, measure as the percentage of Evangelical adherents in the Florida county.
In QCA, the logical representation of the presence of a causal condition is indicated by the variable name in all upper-case letters whereas negation is represented by all lower-case letters.
Combinations of conditions (e.g. complex combinations of variables) in a pathway or recipe to an outcome are expressed as a string of variable names delineated by an asterisk, representing the logical operator "AND." If multiple pathways exist, each pathway is delineated by a plus symbol, the logical operator for "OR." Therefore, our main expectation, expressed in QCA notation, is: republican * COLLEGE * unemployment * BLACK * evangelical In this analysis, there are a total of 32 possible pathways to the outcome, based on the five (K) causal conditions (2 K = 2 5 = 32).
Before applying the baQCA method, we calculate Tea Party rally solutions based on plausible researcher preferences. In this test case, we use a default sufficiency inclusion or consistency score of .85 (the minimum proportion of cases explained by a causal configuration) and a default configurational N threshold of 1.0 (the minimum number of cases allowed for a particular configuration). The results in Table 2 
Application of the Bootstrapped Robustness Assessment
As previously mentioned, using a high consistency score or altering the minimum number of cases for a solution is not enough to ensure the final configurations are non-spurious. To assess spuriousness in the current set of solutions, we apply the baQCA method, which yields a probability of randomness score; we also use the related irQCA method that suggests alternative consistency and configurational N thresholds, with significance values, for yielding a non-spurious set of solutions.
Application of the baQCA method shows that causal configurations have a high probability of being random. In fact, of the simulated data sets, nearly 95 percent yielded a random result.
The irQCA method suggests configurational N and consistency thresholds that would yield a nonspurious, "significant" result. The output is depicted in graphical form below. As shown and described above, to combat spuriousness in QCA, the researcher should select a high consistency threshold. In addition, the researcher should use their knowledge of the solutions and causal conditions to select an appropriate configurational N threshold. As shown in Figure 6 , in all graphs except the bottom-right (p=.001) all suggested consistency thresholds reach or exceed .9. In addition, for these significance levels, the configurational N threshold ranges from three to five. Here, we use the smallest configurational N threshold, but the results are similar when using configurational N thresholds of three, four, and five. While it is possible to decrease the consistency score threshold and the configurational N threshold to yield additional configurations, these solutions would only cover one or two cases. Building configurations around one or two cases, instead of a medium-n set of cases, introduces randomness into the set of causal solutions and does not aid a researcher in developing substantive theory about the conditions that produce an outcome.
The selection of a minimum of three cases per solution, and 90 percent consistency results in one Table 3 below. We can see that the result is exactly as expected by the literature above. Tea Party rallies were present in counties that were non-Republican, and had larger populations of college graduates and blacks, in combination with low levels of both unemployment and Evangelical adherents. This result is non-spurious at the .01 level.
While the overall solution coverage decreased after applying baQCA, the subsequent set of solutions were less prone to randomness (checked by reapplying the baQCA method). The more robust configuration is a subset of the less robust configuration, suggesting a simpler solution that excludes from analysis the rows of the truth table that have high probability of spuriousness. Though it has been suggested to remove rows of the truth table with low coverage in general, this test provides a systematic way of doing so. As exhibited in Table 4 , applying the thresholds recommended by the irQCA method improves our solutions. We are thus highly confident that the result returned by the QCA analysis is not due to randomness. 
Discussion: baQCA Results
The case above shows that a high consistency score threshold alone was not sufficient to prevent spuriousness from taking place. By increasing the configurational N threshold, we are able to greatly reduce the probability of spuriousness of the QCA result. In this case, the original consistency score was too conservative; the same level of significant is achieved by using a .9 consistency score threshold rather than 1. By estimating the probability of randomness via a direct comparison with random data, we are able to 1) estimate what thresholds are reasonable to achieve certain significance levels and 2) determine the probability of randomness of a QCA result.
Conclusion and General Recommendations
Though intuitive similarities between the Bootstrapped Assessment and p-values are obvious, we do not recommend using the same standard for QCA's truth table analysis as what is found in most p-value assessments (i.e. 95% to 99% confidence). The Bootstrapped Assessment, though a quantitative assessment of spuriousness, should be used to better inform the researcher about the conclusions drawn from the data rather than used as a black-and-white threshold of significance. This is to notify the researcher of whether the final result has an extremely high probability of including spurious configurations. If the method concludes that a QCA result is not robust to randomness, the researcher may need to more clearly articulate how the QCA results hold up, and are not due to random chance, based on their own case-oriented knowledge and analysis.
Though QCA has been heavily criticized for not being robust to randomness, this simple assessment could help provide a systematic test of QCA against randomness. As we have shown, QCA can be robust to randomness using existing checks, but the ability of these checks to sufficiently protect against spuriousness differs according to data structure. We present a method that measures the confidence that a given QCA result is due to random chance, which provides information above and beyond the current robustness checks. Ideally, the Bootstrapped Robustness Assessment could be used as a standard assessment for QCA that provides precise recommendations for researcher choice.
